
 
 
 
 
 
This workout is completely optional; the most important part of you summer 
is to DO THE SMALL EVERYDAY THINGS LIKE STICKHANDLE AND SHOOT, STAY 
ACTIVE and EAT WELL. Stay active by playing another sport, going fishing, 
hiking, playing with friends, doing anything OUTSIDE. Spending your summer 
sitting on the couch playing video games, watching TV and eating junk food is 
UNACCEPTABLE. Not staying active will hurt not just your performance but it 
will impact our team’s performance as well, do not let our team down. 
 

- All exercises (weights, repetitions, etc.) can be adjusted accordingly, this workout plan is 
just to give each player a general idea of exercises he/she can do. 

- This is NOT a mandatory workout program, it is just to give players a possible workout 
program for the summer. 

- In agility and power exercises, focus on exploding and being quick on the start, the 
purpose of these exercises are not to make you extremely tired, but to work on your 
agility and power, DO NOT SACRIFICE FORM. 

- Good form is CRITICAL, if you do not know the proper form for a certain exercise then do 
an exercise that you do know the proper form for; or if you become too tired to do an 
exercise with the proper form stop and either rest or move on to a new exercise 

- DO NOT do workouts on back to back days, your body needs time to rest and recover 
from workouts, 3 workouts a week should be the goal. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 THE PEEWEE GOLD “STANDARD” 
 



SKILL DEVELOPMENT [Monday through Friday] 
 
1.  SHOOT - 100 snap shots, 100wrist shots, 100 slap shots (if you do not know how to shoot a slapshot don’t practice 
doing it the wrong way!)   I expect 5000 shots during that time period.  That is less than 100 shots a day.  I think that is 
reasonable over a 3 month period.  More here is better, technique is important.   
 
2.  STICKHANDLE – see attached stickhandling program. Feel free to set up your own stickhandling circuit some days and 
do that.  Be creative and make it fun.   
 
 
 
 
I. STRENGTH BUILDING & SHUTTLE RUNS [Mon & Wed] 
 
Body Weight Circuit 
 
After performing each drill for 30 seconds, rest for 30 seconds. When the entire circuit has been completed, rest for 90 
seconds and then repeat. As you progress, you can repeat the circuit up to five times for the workout. Try to get to five 
sets by mini-camp. 
 
CIRCUIT # 1 
 
1. Squat Jumps    5. Backward Lunges 
2. Push-Ups     6. Chin-Ups 
3. Alternating Lunges    7. Split Squats 
4. Sit-Ups     8. Lying Twist 
      9. Wrist rolls w/ stick-each way 
 
CIRCUIT # 2 
 
1. Scissor Jumps    5. USAs 
2. Sit-Ups     6. Pull-Ups 
3. Mountain Climbers    7. Body Squats 
4. Clap Push-Ups    8. Lying Twist    
9. Stick switches 
 
 
Then….. 
 
Shuttle Runs (cones are placed 25 yards apart)-you are sprinting at pretty much the entire time, drive off the cone back in 
other direction. 
 
4-300 yd shuttle runs  (try to do all 4 under 80 seconds at first, then do all 4 in 70 seconds by end of summer 
 
4-150 yd shuttle runs (sprint the entire time) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
II. TUESDAY-QUARTER SPRINTS 
 
QUARTER SPRINTS 
Rest indicated time between each sprint, ignore the times to run them in, do them as fast as you can. 
 
DISTANCE    TIME    REST 
1. 40 yard sprint   6 seconds   15 seconds 
2. 40 yard sprint   6 seconds   15 seconds 
3. 30 yard sprint   4 seconds   15 seconds 
4. 30 yard sprint   4 seconds   15 seconds 
5. 20 yard sprint   3 seconds   15 seconds 
6. 20 yard sprint   3 seconds   15 seconds 
7. 10 yard sprint   2 seconds   15 seconds 
8. 10 yard sprint   2 seconds   15 seconds 
9.   5 yard sprint   >1 second   15 seconds 
10.   5 yard sprint   >1 second   15 seconds 
 
BREAK    1.5 MINUTES REST-  
1. 40 yard sprint   6 seconds   15 seconds 
2. 40 yard sprint   6 seconds   15 seconds 
3. 30 yard sprint   4 seconds   15 seconds 
4. 30 yard sprint   4 seconds   15 seconds 
5. 20 yard sprint   3 seconds   15 seconds 
6. 20 yard sprint   3 seconds   15 seconds 
7. 10 yard sprint   2 seconds   15 seconds 
8. 10 yard sprint   2 seconds   15 seconds 
9.   5 yard sprint   >1 second   15 seconds 
10.   5 yard sprint   >1 second   15 seconds 
 
BREAK    1.5 MINUTES REST 
1. 40 yard sprint   6 seconds   15 seconds 
2. 30 yard sprint   4 seconds   15 seconds 
3. 20 yard sprint   3 seconds   15 seconds 
4. 10 yard sprint   2 seconds   15 seconds 
5. 5 yard sprint   >1 second    
 
To run a second Quarter Sprints, rest 5 minutes and then start at the beginning with the 40 yard sprints.  You can make 
this tougher by repeating a second time.  
Finish with…… 
 
4 POINT CORE STABILITY 
 
30 second hold for 4 sets-rest 30 seconds in between sets 
Try to get up to 4 sets of 45 seconds by mini-camp!   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
III. THURSDAY-STRIDE DEVELOPMENT AND DISTANCE RUNNING 
 
 
JUNE-run for 20 minutes at good pace (a good pace –is difficult to talk to a buddy if you were running with a partner).   
 
JULY-run for 30 minutes at good pace 
 
AUGUST-be ready to run 300 yard shuttle at mini-camp in under 70 seconds! 
 
 
STRIDE DEVELOPMENT -5 part workout (palms together, arms straight, back flat, deep knee bend) 
  
            A. Skating position and hold-30 seconds in June, 45 sec in July, 60 sec in August 
 B. Side falls-3 sets of 10 each leg 
 C. Side Touches-3 sets of 10 each leg (touch side w/ your toe lightly) 
 D. Back Touches-3 sets of 10 each leg 
 E. Leg Circles- 3 sets of 10 each leg-out to the side end up at 45 degrees, toe to  
       heel recovery.   
  
 
 
IV. FRIDAY 
  
SPRINT LADDER 
 
Ignore the times you should be running it in, just run them at full speed and rest the proper amount of time between 
each sprint.   
 
DISTANCE    TIME    REST 
 
1. 10 yard sprint   2 seconds   10 seconds 
2. 10 yard sprint   2 seconds   10 seconds 
3. 20 yard sprint   3 seconds   15 seconds 
4. 20 yard sprint   3 seconds   15 seconds 
5. 30 yard sprint   4 seconds   20 seconds 
6. 30 yard sprint   4 seconds   20 seconds 
7. 40 yard sprint   6 seconds   30 seconds 
8. 40 yard sprint   6 seconds   30 seconds 
9. 50 yard sprint   8 seconds   40 seconds 
10. 50 yard sprint   8 seconds   40 seconds 
11. 70 yard sprint   10 seconds   40 seconds 
12. 70 yard sprint   10 seconds   40 seconds 
13. 90 yard sprint   14 seconds   45 seconds 
14. 90 yard sprint   14 seconds   45 seconds 
15. 100 yard sprint   16 seconds   45 seconds 
16. 100 yard sprint   16 seconds   45 seconds 
 
To run a double sprint ladder, rest 5 minutes and start again with the 100 yard sprints first and climb ‘down’ the ladder.  
 
Wrist roller-4 sets of 5 times up and down, use a weight that is challenging. 
 
 
 
 


